
Case Study 

Invita Claims Management App
iOS and Android



About Invita: 
Invita a claims company has been set up with an aim of taking Motor 
Insurance Claims processing in the region of Bahrain, to the next level, with 
faster and efficient processing of motor insurance claims. Invita worked 
closely with Urbansoft to help reach its customers, and better facilitate 
online claims management. Serving customers with ease was the main goal 
put to Urbansoft by Invita.  
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About the App: 
The app was designed to attain 
prompt and easily accessible vehicle 
services. The main features of the app 
cover; 

Claims Management
Use the app to register accident claims 
and track claim status

Vehicle Replacement 
Apply for Car Replacement Services 

Roadside Assistance
Request for RSA Services & Track the 
same. 

Technology Used: 
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To help achieve the goal we introduced an all-inclusive digital experience, 
helping their customers with a whole new digital claims management 
experience. Working closely with team Invita, to learn the entire working 
process of the app while providing needful planning assistance on the go.   

On requirement gathering, we made a number of prototypes based on 
client requests helping them identify the app that would help service them 
the best. These prototypes created in the early stages helped the team get a 
better idea of what was expected which minimized flaws and provided the 
Invita team with greater client satisfaction. Though digitalization, the team 
was more focused and had enough time to give the app design and 
development a more efficient and strategic approach. With patience and 
team support and proper coordination between Urbansoft and Invita, we 
were able to ensure complete support during the entire development 
process. 

Working With Invita: 
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Right from the start, we got on our 
best foot understanding that 
communication is the lifeline to any 
project management at hand. The 
best approach was to get started 
using management tools such as 
Basecamp which kept both ends 
satisfied with regular updates on the 
milestones achieved keeping it 
simple and avoiding 
communication lags. 

Project Management: 

A proper understanding of the 
scope is the key here to help save 
time and money on either side. Our 
team of analysist worked stringently 
and went back and forth accessing 
and reassessing the needs of the 
client making sure that no mistakes 
could be made during the process of 
development. The scope was well 
analyzed and plans charted out to 
help both ends figure out the time 
and efforts to be put in, and help 
both parties come to an 
understanding of the final figures. 

Requirements 
Gathering: 
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Technology comes to play while trying to meet finery, and for Invita we 
brought out our big guns. 
To accomplish seamless integration JSON & RestAPI’s were put to use to 
attain the best operation, and maximum utilization of the UI/UX to benefit 
the customers. On the discussion on how the Invita Team wanted the app to 
be presented, specific tools were introduced to make usage of the app 
easier such as entry of information and processing which was streamlined 
for the better. The app was also designed to be used via the web making it 
the core for information transfer for all internal processing used. 

Envisioning the broader establishment of the company, the app was 
designed to display a world-class digital operational experience that 
ensured business continuity, efficiency, and sustainability not only for now 
but also for the future. Though it took a lot of time and effort and going back 
and forth between designs and tools to put to use during the development, 
in the end, it was all worth it. 

Creating a Royal Experience: 
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For all to go well we need to have a responsible team working on both ends 
and Urbansoft was blessed to have Invita with us. The team of Architects 
who worked with team Invita included as a number of project managers, 
designers, developers and quality testers who helped make the process a 
success with minimal hassle and minimal use of each other’s time. Prime 
importance was given to meeting team Invita on a regular basis and 
in-person rather than discussing strategic designing and development via 
phone or online. 

Working with commitment with team Invita definitely paid off as we 
ventured out victorious at the end of the development stage, making both 
Invita and Urbansoft proud and satisfied. 

Responsibilities of the Stakeholders: 

Results: 

The cherry on the cake was 
designed to achieve that WOW 
customer experience. 
With the benefit of the web portal 
and the app built by Urbansoft, 
customers of Invita were able to 
easily make insurance claims, 
request for vehicle replacement and 
also make complaints on vehicle 
damage at the click of the button. 
Keeping excellent customer 
experience in mind Urbansoft 
created Invita as a tool that would 
make insurance claims a lot easier 
and get Invita to the top. 

Achieving Remarkable 
Customer Experience: 
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Clients Talk
‘We, Invita Claims Management 

Company B.S.C. (Closed), 
developed a great 

partnership with Urbansoft 
Technologies and their 

dedication to our 
mobile application 

and website is evident in 
all aspects. We appreciate 

their eye for details and 
innovational approach to 

bringing our new exhibit to life.

 

Despite being a start-up company in the 
Kingdom of Bahrain, Urbansoft’s assistance in 

developing our mobile application and website 
has played an immense role in transforming our 

presence as a digital platform to facilitate processing 
motor claims in the insurance industry.’

Urbansoft Middle East W.L.L
Manama Center, Entrance One,

Government Road, Manama,
Kingdom of Bahrain
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